Jagged Tips for cleaning... #JS-(caliber)-(diameter)-(thread)
A jagged tip, called a cleaning jag, is the proper tool for wiping the bore. Use a wet or oily patch, never a dry patch. It may become stuck. Our cleaning jags are brass, with strong steel threads.

Ramrod Tips, brass or steel......... #RT-(dia)-(thread)-(B or I)
A concave end prevents damage to the ball. Threaded to accept 8-32 or 10-32 jags, scrapers, adaptors, worms, or ball pullers.

Jagged or Capped Hidden Ball Puller
Antique style Rod Tip, with a concealed ball puller worm:
This brass tip contains an antique style tempered steel ball puller worm, often used on the hidden inner end of a double shotgun's ramrod.
Available in three nominal sizes, 5/16", 3/8" or 7/16" diameter.
Comes with a knurled brass cover. Jagged covers are also available in .32 - .69 caliber, sold separately.
Inside threads are 1/4-32 for small sizes, or 5/16-32 for large sizes. The covers are available separately in case they are ever lost in the field.

Ramrod Guide & Bore Protector ..................... #RG-4, 5, or 6
Knurled brass rim with polished cone. Protect your muzzle from abrasive fiberglass, aluminum, steel, brass, resin-impregnated plastic, or wooden ramrods. Any dirty rod can wear the muzzle.
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